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Call for Papers

Get Involved: We welcome the
submission of articles from IARFC
practitioners.  This is a great way to
contribute to the profession.

Professional Articles: The Journal
of Personal Finance is seeking
articles by practitioners that may
deal with the application of financial
planning techniques, marketing and
practice management.  These are
expected to be very high level
papers or articles.  

Publicity Opportunities: Naturally,
we encourage published authors to
advise both their clients and the
media of their being published by
sending a press release.

Contact Dr. Ruth Lytton
E-mail: rlytton@VT.edu
Call:  540 231 6678

Journal of
Personal Finance

Register Articles

You Can Write A Great
Article  for the Register

We  are accepting articles of 
from 500 to 2,000 words on
planning and practice management
topics.   Please submit your 
copy by e-mail, along with an
electronic photo and a short bio
statement of less than 100 words to:
editor@iarfc.org

Your article can be sent to clients,
prospects and centers of influence in
your community — either as
reproductions, or as complete copies
of the entire publication.  This is a
powerful and effective form of public
relations, and your articles are a very
effective way of attracting favorable
attention from your local media.

• Get Published 
• Get Distributed
• Get Noticed! 

Calendar of Events

Financial Planning Expo
March 20, 2008, Tampa

Critical Illness 
Insurance Conference
April 28-30, 2008, Toronto, Canada

MDRT Experience 2008
April 11-13, 2008, Chiba, Japan

Financial Advisors Symposium
April 16-18, 2008, Las Vegas

RFC Accelerated Course — Trinidad
April 28 -  May 2, 2008, Port of Spain

RFC Accelerated Course — N. Carolina
May 12-16, 2008, Charlotte

RFC Accelerated Course — Texas
June 9-13, 2008, San Antonio

MDRT Annual Meeting
June 22-25, 2008, Toronto, Canada

RFC Accelerated Course — New Jersey
July 14-18, 2008, Jersey City

RFC Accelerated Course
August 4-8, 2008, Venue TBA

CE at SeaTM Cruise/Conference
August 16-23, 2008, Mediterranean 

• Barcelona, Spain
• Nice and Villefranche, France
• Florence and Pisa, Italy
• Rome, Italy
• Naples and Capri, Italy
• Palermo, Sicily

Worldwide Chinese 
Life Insurance Conference
September 4-7, 2008, Singapore

NAIFA Annual Meeting
September 6-10, 2008, San Diego, CA

RFC Accelerated Course
September 8-12 & 22-26, Venue TBA

RFC Accelerated Course — Trinidad
October 4-8, 2008, Port of Spain

Financial Advisors Symposium
Loren Dunton Award Dinner
October 13-15, 2008, Chicago

MDRT Top of the Table
October 22-25, 2008, Austin, TX

World Financial Services Forum
October 20-31, 2008, Beijing, China

SFSP Forum
Nov. 30 - Dec. 3, 2008, Las Vegas, NV

Get the hands-on 
training, education

and skills it takes 
to succeed with the 

RFC Course:
Financial Planning

Process™

✓ Client Acquisition
✓ Client Engagement 
✓ Modular Planning
✓ Developing a Financial Plan
✓ Advisor’s Marketing Plan
✓ Client Relationship Management
✓ Presentation of Services
✓ Charging Fees
✓ CE Approved

Never too late to gain knowledge 
in your professional life.  You or 
a staff member should give serious
consideration to attending the
Financial Planning Process™ .  
You will receive 10 books, 
10 CD-ROMs with all the tools —
plus $3,425 of software.  The initial
courses are only $2,000, but soon
the tuition will go to $3,000.  Decide
now, save $1,000 and accelerate
your income immediately!

800 532 9060 
www.IARFC.org

The IARFC is proud of our members
and in reverence we would like to
remember our passing members: 
Kenneth R. Jeffries, RFC®, Motevallo,
AL; Marc H. Kissel, RFC®, Bound
Brook, NJ; Kim C. Luu-Tu, Ashburn, VA;
A. Jay Meier, St. Louis, MO

Financial Planning Forum

Open to Planners and Agents

FinancialPlanningForum.vze.com

Practice Builder 
Client Relationship Software

Free Demo
www.FinancialSoftware.com

800 666 1656 ext. 13



Register Interview — Mark Dahlenburg, RFC®

Successful Fee-Based Planner
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How did your career as an advisor 
move forward?

I felt like a failure for my first six months
into the business.  I really didn’t enjoy the
rejection and the number of hours before
I would get a “Yes” just for a visit.  At this
time I decided I would be a success or
failure by developing a way to get a “Yes”
response instead of a “No.”  

I began doing annual reviews with 
existing clients and free service reviews
for potential clients with no obligation 
to buy.  I was going to educate and help 
in some way all the people I would come
into contact with and promise them an
annual review.  All I expected in return
was some loyalty that if they ever 
thought of insurance, they would give 
me a chance.  

The second year in business this really
paid off, and I started reaping the 
rewards of a nurturing relationship.
People who did not purchase anything
from me the first year but promised me

their loyalty were amazed that I
kept my promise and called
them back for an annual
review.  They said that they had
never had a person who kept
their word and also did not still
try to sell them something. 

Every prospective client was
approached with the sole
purpose of educating them
about their products, and
whether those products would
effectively help achieve their
goals.  I focused on finding a
way to help them regardless 
of my compensation.  My
passion for this business and
the way I would operate was
firmly set in place.

What were your 
major obstacles?

Probably the same as most
advisors — prospecting and
keeping track of my clients.  It
was at this time that I
purchased a computer and
developed my own client
management system for
keeping track of clients 
and began implementing a
referral based prospecting

system to get new clients on a more
comfortable basis.

What helped you the most through 
those obstacles?

The two events that helped me the most
was when I met two industry leaders at a
conference that would help me define my
process.  The first, Wayne Cotton, had put
together a complete set of questions for
the initial interview that fit my way of
doing business.   

Then I met John Savage at a conference
that introduced me to the financial
planning business.  I had been doing
financial planning all along, but didn’t
really realize it until I met John.  He had a
unique way of expressing himself and
presenting with as much clarity as I had
ever seen.

How has your practice evolved over 
the years?

continued on page 5

The Register interviews Mark Dahlenburg,
RFC® a fee-based financial planner in
Lafayette, Indiana, who was a graduate of
the first RFC Financial Planning Process™
class, held in 2007.

How did you enter financial services?

I was at a cookout with our softball team
and the host had invited his regional
manager with Farm Bureau Insurance to
the party.  After some small talk he
indicated I should interview with their firm.
We had just moved back to my home town
and wanted to stay in the area so I said
unless he had something local I would not
be interested.  

About a year later, they had an opening 
in my area.  I was in the real estate
business at the time and did not really
want to leave.  However, they were going
to pay me a salary the first year to get my
license and get started, so I felt that I
could give it a try.  If I wasn’t successful,
or didn’t like it, I could easily go back to
real estate.

Mark and his client Matt reviewing a comprehensive financial plan.
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know that when our clients understand
what they are doing and why, that will
create the trust that is necessary for a
long-term relationship.  

This means we must provide that extra
level of service that helps them become
advocates of ours as we are advocates for
their financial future.  We truly want to
help.  We truly want to serve.  Our internal
compass is to serve, not to be served.

What are you enjoying most about 
this position?

I enjoy building the practice.  I enjoy
coming to work every day and interacting
with our clients and our staff.  The people
who are referred to us have typically done
a little planning with a previous advisor
and aren’t sure if they are on the right
track to achieve their goals and
objectives.  I really enjoy taking them to
the next level of planning.

What are your growth plans?

We are searching now for another 20
financial advisors over the next five years.
We need some who are investment
specialists, some who are plan writers
and a few wealth managers who can work
smoothly with the more affluent families
we encounter.

What attracted you initially to 
the IARFC?

In 1994, I met Ed Morrow and went
through his software classes, which
helped me develop our current 
financial planning process.  I thought the
IARFC and the RFC designation was
something that would enhance my
practice.  At the time, there wasn’t a
better practical application for being a
financial planner.

I started in 1983 with a captive 
insurance company doing free financial
planning with a promise of loyalty to do
insurance with me.  In 1990, I went
independent, offering financial planning
workshops to the public and corporations
throughout northern Indiana.  Until this
time, I had been educating clients and
prospective clients on a one-on-one 
“free” basis.  

When I left the captive company, I had a
non-compete agreement.  So I could not
call on all the clients I had developed.  I
had to start over from scratch, one client
at a time.  It’s then that I decided to offer
public and corporate financial planning
classes.  I thought this would be a more
efficient way of educating many people
with the hope of getting the word out
about financial planning and growing a
client base that would appreciate
independent, objective advice.  

In 1994, I incorporated my practice and
added fee-based comprehensive financial
planning and estate planning.  I was
searching for a more comprehensive way
of doing financial planning because I was
working eighty plus hours a week and a
lot of it was “free” planning.  It was at this
time that I met Ed Morrow and, again, I
found that perfect fit for my practice that
combined high-end back office software
packages and the financial planning
process that the industry uses today.

Tell us about your current 
practice structure.

Our team today consists of me as the lead
advisor with Don Penn as our Financial
Planning Analyst.  Susan Hamelman is our
Office Manager who works as a liaison
between clients and advisors to ensure
clients’ needs are addressed fully and
promptly.  Carla Snodgrass is our office
Administrative Assistant and Marcy Fox, a
college student, is our part-time helper.
Our three main areas of specialty are
comprehensive financial planning,
investment management and retirement
plan consulting.

How do you market for new clients?

We have worked exclusively with referrals
since 2000.  However, now we are
marketing our firm and growing our
practice for the next generation.  We
provide numerous educational workshops
for our clients and will be expanding 
these to the public and corporations
throughout North and Central Indiana.
The educated client is our best client.  We
The Register  •  March 2008 Page 5

continued on page 6

Mark works closely with associate Donald S. Penn, RFC® and Retirement Planning 
Analyst preparing the financial plans and annual reviews.
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Our plan fees generally range from
$1,500 to $4,000.  Occasionally 
they run $4,000-$10,000 for 
more affluent clients.  We have not 
met any “price resistance” when 
making a professional presentation 
and using a sample plan as the 
course recommends.

What percent implement the plans with
your firm?

100% — so far!  Of course that does 
not mean they buy everything we 
might recommend.  Often our clients 
have to make choices.  Or defer some
decisions until later.  But they all take
action on something — normally the 
major items.*

What have been the primary benefits of
the RFC course?

Systemization! We were looking at 
how to grow our business.  To manage
more advisors and serve more clients we
need effective systems, which the RFC
course provides.

How have you used the Course material?

We have already customized the Client
Builder PowerPoint presentation and we
will add the latest slides on disclosures
and compensation.  It will really help us
present our services to more people.

The Letters, Agendas and Interview 
Notes have a powerful impact on the
prospect.  They are almost sold on
retaining our services even before they
enter the office.  They already perceive
the value-basis of our planning and our
commitment to implementation and
follow-through monitoring.

What do you wish you had done early in
your career?

I wish I could have started with a firm 
that had my best interests in mind 
rather than their own.  If I was coming 
into the business today, I would spend
most of my time making sure the
company I would go to work with was a
consulting practice, not just a product
sales operation.

I would have gotten a much faster start
had all the elements of the Financial
Planning Process™ course been available.
New advisors, and experienced ones like
myself and Don, benefit even more,
because we can immediately apply the
course materials.

Where will the economy be moving?  

Who can predict the future?  Financial
advisors should continue to educate
themselves and their clients to the best of
their ability.  Clients are better informed
now than ever before.  There is so much
information now that it really gets
confusing for the client.  Our job is to 
keep them on track and not let our 
clients (or us) get sidelined by all the
“noise” out there.

What advice would you give to new
entrants to this business?

You get out of this business exactly 
what you put into it.  Be the first one 
in the office and the last one out.  Use 
the right tools and most effective 
systems.  See a lot of people. You 
can only help the people who want to 
be helped.  

This business is not about money; it’s
about totally dedicating yourself to serving
other people.  All the people I have
enjoyed working with have used money as
a means to an end rather than as an end
in itself.  

Everyone who used money to “beat the
market” or wanted the “hot tip of the 
day” usually caused me the greatest
amount of stress and dissatisfaction.
When I started qualifying people for 
what they wanted the money to do 
and for whom, and if they met my 
criteria for serving them and I thought
they would treat my staff well, I would let
them in.  The criteria had nothing to do
with how much money they had or who
they were.  

I think a total dedication to excellence and
an unwavering commitment to doing right
by the client will be the key to your
success.  As John Savage once said, “All
you have to do to make it — is last.”   

___________________________________
*Clients should periodically re-evaluate whether
the use of an asset-based fee continues to be
appropriate in servicing their needs.  A list of
additional considerations, as well as the fee
schedule, is available in the firm’s Form ADV
Part II as well as the client agreement.
Securities offered through Raymond James
Financial Services, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC.

Contact:  765 447 1302
markdahlenburg@fpcadvisor.com
www.fpcadvisor.com

What would you like to see for 
the IARFC?

I think the association is on the right track
and would like to see expanded
enrollment in the RFC curriculum.  Most
professional designations test on
academic competency (which I think is
essential).  But, they do not require the
planners to produce an actual plan.  For
example, I hold the LUTCF, CLU and ChFC
designations.  While the education was
excellent, none trained me on how to
prepare plans.

I used to do plans for advisors who had
these designations but were not
comfortable putting together a plan.  
And even today, most planners are 
getting their education and designations
over the Internet without any practical
experience.  The IARFC provides this
practical experience that is critical for 
the development of comprehensive
financial plans.

What will be the major trends in
financial services?

I think there will be a distinction between
a fiduciary advisor and a financial
salesperson.  Most so called financial
planners today are very well versed in
selling their products to consumers rather
than consulting with them on their
financial future.  

To this day, we do not see a lot of good
financial plans being prepared.  This 
is because most “planners” have never
been trained how to construct a plan.
Furthermore, they do not have the tools
with which to deliver.  You need quality
software, of course.  But you also need 
to learn how to put the planning 
process into the right sequence.  The 
RFC Financial Planning Process™ 
course is loaded with procedures 
and checklists.  After Don and I attended
the first course in Middletown we came
back with renewed enthusiasm for
increasing the level of service we could
deliver to our clients.  

Has the RFC Course been beneficial 
to you?

Absolutely!  We see very bright
opportunities for us to grow and 
prosper, since a lot of the tools and
systems have been developed for us.  We
can focus on our true love — service!

How do you balance fees 
and commissions?
Page 6 The Register  •  March 2008



Where is our Profession Headed? The profession of Financial Planning continues to evolve.  Everywhere in the world we see more
governmental regulation that is having an impact on how we do business.  Sometimes this is very good.  Regulators frequently
empower citizens with more information with which to make wise decisions.

But, unfortunately, not always!  Often we see government regulators adding more and more layers of rules and disclosure procedures
that do not really help the consumer.  What they do is drive out of business many well-meaning producers or sales representatives.

Is buying direct better? When regulations force out the less productive sales persons, or force the closure of entire distribution
channels, is the consumer better off?  Not always.  The number of life insurance agents in Britain, Australia and the United States has
been dramatically reduced.  The wealthy are still well served and are buying record amounts of insurance.  

However as you look deeper within those societies we see fewer agents and far less life insurance being purchased by the average
citizen.  This lack of insurance is not being replaced with more group life, more pension survivor benefits or more government survivor
income.  In fact the increase of those benefits is less than the rate of inflation.  The public, in the U.S and several other countries, is
simply becoming more under-insured!

Governments Refuse to Accept Blame. We have all read about the abuse of certain senior citizens in Massachusetts.  They were
sold inappropriate annuities by advisors who incidentally held the CSA designation.  So the regulators leapt forward.  Blame the CSA
designation!  Wrong Target! 

The Certified Senior Advisor is a designation awarded to those who take a course that focuses on learning how to communicate with
seniors.  It is not a financial designation such as CPA,CFP® or ChFC.  However, most of those taking the course are persons in the
financial services profession.  The content of the course was not highly technical, so the exam was not too difficult.  Financial advisors
placed the CSA designation on their business cards, and it is possible that a consumer interpreted the Certified Senior Advisor as
someone who had special training in financial issues for seniors.

However, in Massachusetts, the fault did not lie with the CSA curriculum.  It was in the design of annuity products with inexcusable
loading.  Who is to blame — a lot of people, but this problem cannot be laid at the door step of CSA.  

Who is to Blame? We might justifiably blame the insurance companies, who designed products with loads up to 20%.  Would you
pay a realtor 20% to sell your home?  We could also blame the insurance company management, and special annuity marketing
companies — who knowingly trained agents to sell an overloaded product.  

We could blame the regulators — who permitted such egregious products to be sold in their state.  Don’t they have a duty to examine
products and their loads before allowing them to be sold to citizens in their state?

We also might blame insurance departments who are greedily accepting premium taxes on these annuities.  We could certainly
condemn the legislatures who spent the funds that should have been used to protect the client.  Who was looking out for the
citizens?

Use by CSA holders. Was inappropriate use of the CSA designation made by some reps?  Probably.  It would certainly have been
wrong if they implied that the designation was evidence of their “financial” skills, education and training.  What the Society of Certified
Senior Advisors (CSA) did — and did rather well — was to help those advising seniors learn how to communicate with them more
effectively.  The curriculum guided them in recognizing the concerns and sensitivities of seniors.

The Society of CSA has moved, perhaps a bit late, to emphasize that their designation is not financial training but provides
communication skills.  Holders of the designation are now admonished not to use the CSA to imply a financial expertise that was not
part of the education.

Regulator Over-reaction. Some states have announced their concern about improper marketing specifically to seniors.  That
certainly should not take place, but why concern over seniors, versus the middle aged or the young adults?  Are seniors less
intelligent or do they have poorer judgment?  Ask the 77 year old Warren Buffett, who incidentally owns insurance companies,
whether or not he needs special protection because of his age!

Here are good questions. Which regulators who approved the faulty products have been terminated?  Which companies have had
their license to do business revoked?  Which home office executives, who knowingly designed and marketed those disgusting
products, have been terminated?  To my knowledge — none!  

What should a designation be? There are over 120 designations in the U.S. in the financial services industry, including the
Registered Financial Consultant.  Next month we will look further into this question…   

From the
Chairman’s Desk...
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Mohammed obtained the
name of a well-referred
oncologist and flew to the
United States to see him.
“He was calm and very
reassuring, explaining
that he could not 
perform another
operation so soon 
after the first,” she said.
The oncologist
recommended that
Mohammed do three
sessions of
chemotherapy to stop the
cancer from spreading
before another surgery
could be done to remove
the tumor.

When the whirlwind of
the cancer diagnosis
began to die down, new
fears about the costs of
treatment crept up.
Mohammed was forced

to stay in the United States for several
months to receive treatments.  Though
she was able to stay with her daughter in
Florida, the treatments were expensive at
$16,000 per session.

Before Mohammed left Trinidad, she
thought ahead and submitted claims for
her two personal critical illness policies,
worth nearly $65,000.  Group medical
insurance was also provided by her
employers, but she had to pay up front
and then submit the claims afterward.

“When the doctor’s assistant called with
the cost of the chemotherapy, it was very
high, but luckily I had critical illness
insurance and the peace of mind that I
had the funds,” she said.

With the second surgery, the doctor
successfully removed the tumor, and the
chemotherapy treatments had stopped
any spreading.  As a precaution,
Mohammed continued chemotherapy for
three months, finally returning to Trinidad
to celebrate Christmas with her family.

Between the chemotherapy treatments,
both before and after surgery, and the
surgical and hospital fees, Mohammed’s
bout with cancer cost $123,000.  Her
health insurance combined with critical
illness insurance payouts covered
$113,000 of it, leaving Mohammed’s
savings to bear the rest of the burden,
plus transportation and lodging.

“Without those insurances, my savings
and those of my husband would 
have been depleted completely, and 
we may even have had to borrow 
some,” she said.  “This experience has
made me more determined to sell 
critical illness insurance to all my relatives
and friends.  Without it, I would not have
been in a position to afford overseas
treatment and may not be here today to
tell my story.”   

Reprinted with permission from Round
the Table, a monthly publication of MDRT.

Brenda Christobelle Mohammed, RFC®

was a former Bank Manager for 13 years.
She joined the Insurance Industry 8 years
ago with  a Banking Diploma and
qualified as a Life Underwriting Training
Fellow with the American College USA.
Having fulfilled all the requirements of
education, examination, experience,
ethics, licensing, character and
commitment to continued professional
education, she was granted the
designation of Registered Financial
Consultant (RFC) in 2007 and  is a
member of the prestigious Million Dollar
Round Table.

Brenda is also a member of the Trinidad
and Tobago Association of Insurance 
and Financial Advisors, and over the 
years she has been in the industry, she
has received several industry awards.
Brenda is dedicated to the Mission of the
IARFC, i.e. helping people do a better job
of spending, saving, investing, insuring
and planning.

Contact:  868 625 4444
brenchris@tstt.net.tt
www.wealthmanager.bigstep.com

True Value
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Brenda Christobell Mohammed, RFC®, 
and her husband, Rashiff

Planning to spend a couple of months 
at home after a simple surgical
procedure, Brenda Christobelle
Mohammed, RFC® had no idea that 
she would instead spend the next 
several months treating a cancerous
tumor.  Though her family and friends
helped her cope emotionally, it was the
critical illness insurance she owned that
saved her financially.

Mohammed, a RFC® and a four-year
MDRT member from San Fernando,
Trinidad and Tobago, postponed a doctor-
recommended surgical procedure to late
summer 2005 to allow her to attend the
2005 MDRT Annual Meeting as planned
in June in New Orleans, Louisiana.

The day after the surgery, Mohammed’s
doctor told her news she didn’t expect:
The procedure had been interrupted
because of what the doctor found, and
she was awaiting lab results.

A few days later, Mohammed was
discharged and instructed to retrieve the
results, then bring them to the doctor to
open.  But, Mohammed was too anxious
to wait. “I ripped open the envelope and
was stunned to see the contents,” she
said. “I had a malignant tumor.”

The doctor had more bad news:  The
cancer cells were the type that could
rapidly spread and required immediate
treatment abroad.

One IARFC member
learns the real value
of her critical illness
policies when her
life and financial
well-being are
threatened by cancer.



In 1991, I began to research advisor
credibility.  Back then, scientific research
had only been conducted in the area of
witness credibility for use during legal
trials and to guide corporate leadership.
In a practical sense, for the financial
industry, there was little to rely on.  So, I
had to pioneer my own way.  

To get started, I personally interviewed
people I thought were particularly 
credible and asked them what they did 
to gain their credibility and what affect it
had on their business.  Back then, only
two things created credibility — getting
published and giving speeches.  And, the
resulting affect was consistent — a 50%
increase in new business!  

Now, seventeen years later, there is 
a lot more research available, but 
you’d have to understand the principles
behind credibility in order to see the
connection.  And, unfortunately, such
research is primarily conducted by
academicians who tend not to understand
practical application.  Thus, the 
practical side of credibility has been 
my ultimate focus.  

Still, I’ve learned a great deal that can
help financial advisors become more
Credible.  I’ve learned that credibility is
not the result of an event, and it doesn’t
happen all at once.  It is the result of a
process, and the farther along the
process you get, the more credibility you
gain.  Logically, the more you know about
the credibility process the more effectively
you can use it.  

With that in mind, let’s look at some of
the facts that serve as the foundation of
professional credibility.  

The 3 Levels of Credibility

Picture three circles, like a target.  Their
concentric relationship will help you
understand and enhance your credibility.

The outer circle is the culture or industry.
For example, the culture of the financial
industry is different from that of the
insurance industry, which is different from
the used car industry.  Which one has
greater credibility?  That’s for the
consumer to determine.  

The middle circle is your organization or
firm.  An independent advisory firm is
different from a captive P&C agency.  In a
different industry, credibility issues for
Annapolis are different from Spokane
Community College.  Which credibility
issues offer greater credibility?  Only the
prospect can say.

The inner circle — this is you.  This is
where you need to focus your energy
because it is the one area in which you
have the greatest control.  For example,
lets say you work for a firm that is under
SEC investigation.  The media picks up on
the story and announces to the world,
“XYZ Financial Accused of Hiding Fees!”  
If you have not yet built your personal
credibility, your clients will be forced 
to link you with the credibility they 
ascribe to your firm.  In this scenario, you
probably just lost clients!  Or maybe you
haven’t lost them yet — but they are
certainly at risk.  

Bottom line. If you represent yourself,
you can improve your personal credibility.
But, if you represent a specific firm,
Allstate or Merrill Lynch for example, you
are almost inextricably linked to the
actions of the home office.  Your
credibility will be damaged if the home
office gets caught making poor decisions.
So, how can you improve your credibility?

Increase Your Likeability

People give credibility to people they
like. Of course, that doesn’t mean that
strangers will follow you blindly just
because they like you.  However, if they
like you, they will give you enough
credibility to give you the benefit of the
doubt for a short while.  It might be 
just one minute, and it would be up to 
you to use that small slice of time to
convince them that you are worthy of
more credibility.

So, show yourself as likeable.  This does
not mean to splash on some English
Leather and wink at your prospects.  It
means that you need to pay attention to
some science — the psychology of
attraction.  (I’m not talking about the
spiritual law of attraction.)  Simply, 
people are attracted to their own values,
qualities and characteristics.  Where you
want to focus are:   face and body
language and values.  

Credibility Strategy
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Michael Lovas, C.Ht

continued on page 10

The 3 Levels of Credibility

Personal

Organizational

Cultural
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liked by as many of
people they meet.

Body language.
I was personally
involved in a 
mind-boggling
experiment to prove
this point — and it
was frightening.
Several of us stood
at one end of a
long hallway in the
Galleria in Houston.
Our job was to 
spot someone at
the far end of the

hall, then walk toward that person,
mirroring his/her walk in as much detail
as possible.  I wasn’t prepared for 
the result.

The goal is to get into a sympathetic
physiology.  The technique is to start at
the feet and match the footfall.  Then,
match the angle of the knees, sway of the
hips, lean of the torso, swagger in the
shoulders and so on.  Two times the same
thing happened to me.  I very closely
matched the details of the person’s walk,
starting at the feet and working up to the
head.  When I got to his face, I realized I
was looking into the face of a gang
member.  And, both times the person
didn’t snarl at me, he gave me a friendly
head nod.  

He could see a shared experience in my
walk because it was exactly the same as
his.  He didn’t know that I was simply
copying his own movements.  Most likely,
he would not have acknowledged me at
all if I’d just been walking normally. 

Look at the photos of the man 
and woman who are in concert with 
each other.  You’ll see shoulders at an
angle, heads cocked to the side
and big smiles in both the mouth
and eyes.  When we teach
classes in rapport building, the
entire audience unconsciously
goes into that type of
sympathetic physiology.  If
you’re not in concert like that
with your prospect,
you’re pushing him
or her away,
showing
yourself as
unlikable and
damaging your
own chances
of gaining
credibility.

Values. These are “things” that drive your
decisions from your subconscious.  They
are extremely powerful and all people are
connected to the name of their values, as
well as the associated actions.  This is
why your focus is interrupted when you
hear your name called out in a busy
airport.  Values are what draw people
together to work for Habitat for Humanity,
United Way or the Patriot Guard.  We
quickly and easily lose interest in activities
that fall outside our values.  And, we
quickly recognize someone “who’s all hat
and no cattle.”  

You can’t merely “express” another
person’s values.  You need to actually
share those values.  That’s the only way
you can speak from a point of integrity and
believability.  The good news is, nearly all
people share the same core values:
family, personal growth, financial security,
education and patriotism.  However, the
way we implement our values can be
different.  That’s why some people sail and
others collect stamps.  It’s why we see
such heated political debates — different
ways to implement the same values.  

There is a serious disclaimer I need to
add here.  The degree to which a value is
put into action separates people who truly
possess that value from those who merely
profess it.  The point.  If you don’t actually
participate in something that is valuable
to a prospect, for goodness sake, don’t
claim that value.  

So, the main goal of your credibility
Strategy is to build your personal
credibility.  And,  the first step to doing
that is to make yourself more likeable.  
To do that, actively seek out points 
in common, and look for the lights to 
go in the other person’s eyes.  Watch 

Face. People do not know what facial
expression they are making when they
express, but they do recognize when
someone else wears the same
expression.  In our research, we have
discovered that people move in and out of
personality types as they express, such as
when they tell a story.  If you don’t match
their facial movements, they will think that
they are not connecting with you.  Then,
they’ll either repeat themselves or think
you’re dim witted.

Look at the faces of the two men shown
above. They are obviously not in concert
with each other.  How well do you think
they would communicate?  Which one
would you give more credibility to?

What happens when the facial aspect of
likeability is off?  The other person doesn’t
like you as much.  A facial expression is
an outreach. It’s like an extended hand.
If you don’t accept the hand and shake it,
your likeability will suffer.  If you don’t
respond to or match the face, your
likeability will suffer.  It they smile, you
must smile.  Without likeability, there’s 
not much chance that you’ll get any
credibility.  That means the prospect will
likely not do business with you.  This is
true 83% of the time.  The research in
likeability proves that decision makers do
business with someone they do not like in
only 17% of buying situations.  Not good
odds, are they?

Stated in real-life terms — financial
advisors who place high value on
relationships tend to have a natural
inclination to do some of these things.
Thus, they are liked by more of the people
they meet.  

Conversely, advisors who prefer to 
work with calculations and analyze
projections tend to not even be aware of
these things.  Thus, they are not much
Page 10 The Register  •  March 2008
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Bottom line. In our research, we’ve
discovered that many people charged with
generating new business or making sales
have never learned how to listen.
Effective listening is a simple matter of
extending to the prospect a mental
package — respect and affection.  Listen
to that prospect as though he were the
most fascinating person you’d ever met.
Listen for commonalities and clues that
make you respect or like that person.
This is the single most important (and
effective) way to listen.  When you listen
effectively, the prospect finds it easier to
like you.

In a practical sense, if you don’t yet 
know how to get people to like you 
quickly, you’re gambling with your
income.  Until people like you, they are
probably not going to give you enough
time to show how you can help them.
Investors today have a lot of options, 
why would they spend time with an
advisor they don’t like?  It’s not as 
though you’re the only advisor in town, 
or the only one with viable solutions.  
So, buy yourself some time by making
yourself more likeable.  

In Conclusion. Credibility is like a 
little piece of magic that you are trying 
to entice the other person to give to 
you.  You can only get it from someone
else, but you have to prove that you 
are worthy of it.  And, the odds of 
success are stacked against you.
However, if you learn the science (the
psychology) of credibility, you increase
your odds significantly.   

Michael Lovas, C.Ht., is the co-founder of
About People in Spokane, Washington, a
training and consulting firm unique to
financial services.  His specialty is helping
financial advisors improve their
professional credibility and business
relationships. He is the author of eight
books and a thousand articles.  Michael
has earned three prestigious
certifications: Master Practitioner of
Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP),
Licensed Trainer of NLP and Clinical
Hypnotherapist (C.Ht.)  He teaches
professionals how to use those tools to
improve their business performance and
profits.  He’s also an inspiring and
entertaining speaker.  

Contact:  509 465 5599
michael@aboutpeople.com
www.aboutpeople.com

for physiological reactions because 
that is how you’ll see what is of value to
that person.  

Learn to Empathize

Credibility is given to people who
understand our human condition. Let’s
play Relationship Roulette.  You have
three minutes to learn everything you can
about the person in front of you.  If you
don’t learn enough, you forfeit everything
you own.  What would you do?  

The two steps to winning this little game
of Relationship Roulette are:  Focus and
Listen.  

Focus. The first thing you do is stop
focusing into your own internal dialog.
Instead, focus on the other person with
your eyes and ears.  You’ll see with fresh
eyes, noticing the other person’s
movements.  You’ll see broad gestures
and micro-facial movements.  You’ll see
eye movements indicating that the person
is thinking or contemplating an honest
answer.  Then, you’ll listen with fresh ears,
picking up specific words and phrases.
You notice language patterns, rate of
speech, degree of modulation, volume of
speech and dialect.  Those are areas in
which you can connect and demonstrate
a commonality.

Listen. Let me ask you a question.  When
you’re talking with a new prospect, do you
talk and let the prospect ask questions?
Or do you ask the questions?  If you’re the
talker, you’ll have trouble getting liked.

“Talkers” consistently fall victim to self-
sabotage.  They are addicted to the
adrenalin rush they get from expressing
the topics of greatest value to themselves.
Just like some people can’t stop drinking,
these people can’t stop talking.  Second,
they are listening to their own internal
dialog and not to the prospect.  As soon
as you stop listening, you lose likeability
points and damages your credibility.  
The Register  •  March 2008 Page 11

Are you looking for a virtually
untapped market? A market where
you won’t have the competition 
from all the other Financial Advisors,
CPA’s, Attorneys, Internet, Banks 
and Brokers! 

Are you looking for a complete,
comprehensive, proven, advanced
marketing and sales system… 
with all the tools, training and
support?  Includes everything you
need for generating prospects —
to closing the sale!

Are you looking for one of the most
trusted and endorsed financial advisor
training programs in the financial
services industry…

Examine Insurance Pro Shop

www.insuranceproshop.com

•  Found Money Management™ 
Advanced Sales Tool Kit  

•  Found Money Management™ 
Financial Advisor Boot Camp

There simply isn’t a better, easier or
more cost effective way for you to
really help your clients and take your
income to the “Top Levels.”  

For more information call: 
877 297 4608

coach@insuranceproshop.com

25% IARFC Discount

Our Found Money Management™
Financial Advisor Boot Camp will also
help you to satisfy your RFC and RFA CE
Credit requirement. (16 credit hours! )

Class Schedule 2008
March 12-13
May 14-15
July 23-24

September 17-18
December 3-4

Found Money
Management

Marketing Difference
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Display the IARFC Code of Ethics
Where does the IARFC stand? We solidly re-affirm our Code of Ethics.
The simple, straightforward yet thorough Code is easily and clearly
understood by consumers as well as other advisors, and it sends a
strong message of your professionalism.

Proudly Display your Code of Ethics Wall Plaque in the entrance of your
office, waiting area, or in the room where you meet with clients.  The
Code of Ethics is handsomely placed behind clear plastic on a walnut
base.  Wall or tabletop display.  

(8.5” x 13” — with some assembly required)

To order the RFC Code of Ethics plaque:  
$50 plus $10 shipping:   800 532 9060

As a young man, Benjamin Franklin
realized that he needed to get his own
thinking straight if he was to have the
success he sought.  He selected 13
subjects which he felt were necessary for
him to acquire and master.  Every week
he focused on one subject.  Franklin
realized that only one week was not
sufficient for him to cement new habits
and customs.  So he repeated the cycle
four times for a year.  The net result was
the character improvement that made
him an internationally famous writer,
philosopher, legislator and diplomat — all
from a young printer, deeply in debt. 

Look around you. Think about the most
successful people you know for a
moment.  For the most part, successful
people are ruthless with their time.  They
take the time to do the inglorious task of
planning.  Getting and staying organized
is grueling, but without it, you are on a
collision course with failure. 

This second week, Franklin concentrated
on Order: Self-Organization.  Initially, one
of his leading disciples, Frank Bettger, set
aside every Saturday morning for what he
called, “self-organization day.”  Every
Monday morning, instead of worrying
about having to drive himself to be selling
his services or asking for appointments,
he approached the week with confidence
and enthusiasm.  He was eager and
anxious to see people because he had
thought about them, studied their
situations, and had some ideas he
believed would be of value to them. 

You may be thinking this isn’t for you —
you don’t have time to devote a 
morning to planning — you don’t want 
to be tied down to a schedule.  
Here’s good news for you: You are
already living on a schedule.  And, 
if it’s not a planned one, it’s probably 
a poor one! 

Great leaders generally adhere to a
weekly plan, as well as a daily “To Do”
list, which is followed religiously.  We like
to think of it as planning to wake up
employed!  Plan your work and work your
plan; Simplistic, but highly successful.
Your enthusiasm and confidence will
soar when you take the time to get and
stay organized! 

One of the greatest satisfactions in life
comes from getting things done and
knowing you have done them to the best
of your ability. If you are having trouble
getting yourself organized, if you want to
increase your ability to think and do
things in the order of their importance,
remember there is only one way: Take
more time to think and do things in the
order of their importance. 

Carry this Reminder with you.  Read it
several times a day. Memorize it. We
believe you’ll beat last year’s
performance! 

REMINDER #2 - Self-organization

Designate a set period of time each
week for self-organization, planning your
week, getting things in order. 

Get up one hour earlier each day.  Use
this time to read and study. 

Keep your weekly and daily plans visible. 

Be ruthless with your time. 

Commit to bringing more order to your
work and your personal life. The secret of
freedom from anxiety over not having
enough time lies not in working more
hours, but in the proper planning of
those hours.   

Kinder Brothers International 
teaches sales and management
professionals how to experience 
lasting success.  Both Jack and 
Garry Kinder are members of the 
IARFC and authors of books and 
courses on financial services.

Their associate, Bill Moore, is a director
of the IARFC and he delivers the
Professional Patterns course worldwide
and is developing the Registered
Financial Manager workshop.

Contact:  927 380 0747
wmoore@kbigroup.com
gkinder@kbigroup.com
www.KBIGroup.com

Think Right – Advice from Kinder Brothers International
Self-Organization is Critical



IARFC Member Benefi ts and Services

Cradle of Civilization
Mediterranean Cruise Conference

CE at Sea

Publications
The Register — monthly membership 
magazine that keeps you up-to-
date with the current member 
issues, industry developments and 
articles by and about advisors.

Journal of Personal Finance — 
our quarterly academic journal edited 
and printed for RFC members and the 
profession.

Business Source — monthly reviews of 
important business and fi nancial books.

Financial Advisor Magazine with practice management features 
and successful marketing techniques and FA News

Financial Insider — 8 page client fi nancial newsletter.   

Financial Services Online (FSO) — Internet fi nancial publications. 

Financial Services Journal Online — monthly publication of eight 
articles on personal fi nancial planning and practices.

Financial E-News — bi-weekly e-mail of about fi nancial services 
developments: legal, investment, insurance.  

Horsesmouth — a daily, online service that helps fi nancial 
advisors succeed.

Offshore Press — in-depth, objective research reports, books, 
newsletter, seminars and personal consultations on asset 
protection and international tax law.

Financial Insider — 8-page color client fi nancial newsletter

20/20 Newsletter — 4-page color client fi nancial newsletter.

Conferences and Learning
RFC Course — The Financial Planning 
Process™ developed by the IARFC to help 
fi nancial advisors prosper through effective 
marketing, planning, selling and servicing.  It 
is not just another academic program followed 
by hours of examinations.  Based on Practice 
Management, not Theory, the new fi ve-day 
program includes all the Tools and Text — not 
just a list of Tasks.  Consider attending yourself, 
or sending an associate — at a very discounted tuition fee.  

CE-at-Sea™ Cruise 
Conference — Organized 
annually by IARFC staff and 
available as very attractive 
prices.  We will depart from 
Barcelona Spain and journey 
through the Mediterranean, 
August 15-23, 2008.

Financial Advisors Symposium — The FAS is a three day, high 
level conference for readers of Financial Advisor magazine.  
Through a special partnership with the FAS producers, IARFC 
members receive FREE limited access registration.  RFC CE 
available to full registrants.  
The FAS will be held twice 
in 2008:  April 16-18 in Las 
Vegas and October 13-15 
in Chicago.

Practice Management Services
Your Member Profi le — The IARFC.org website has a very 
sophisticated profi le, and currently the best, of all those in the 
fi nancial services fi eld.  A valuable credential!

RFC Brochures — Consumer-oriented brochures to distribute to 
clients or prospects.

The RFC® Certifi cate — Handsome 16” x 20” parchment 
diploma-type document designed for framing and display.  

RFC® Confi rmation Notice — A smaller recognition notice for 
use in a folder or binder 8.5” x 11”. 

Formal Announcements — 4” x 5” formal 
cards proclaiming your RFC® conferment.  

Professional Insignia — Gold RFC® or silver 
RFA lapel pin; Men’s tie chain and key; Ladies 
gold ring broach; Unisex gold RFC® cuffl inks. 

Press Releases — 
to announce receipt 
of RFC designation.  

Plan Binders — 
attractive padded 
dark blue binders. 

Colorful Index Tabs — 
for assembly of quality 
fi nancial plans.

Data Forms — 
Two customized 
data gathering forms. 

Modular Plan — 3-Ring Binders plus 
the Unibind System 

Client Appreciation — specialty 
document wallets and 
presentations folders.

Personal Note Cards — with 
gold RFC Key on front for use 
with clients and prospects.

Document Filing Systems — 
that create natural 
cross-selling discussions. 

IARFC Logos — for 
business cards, brochures, 
website and stationery.

Personal Website — 
from Financial Visions.

Call 800 532 9060 or visit www.IARFC.org 
for more information.
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Business Success Profile
Beyond “How’s the Family”

You could say that, but in reality,
that was the best learning
experience anyone could ever
have.  The lesson learned can be
summed up this way; its easy to
lose, and hard to win.

You also worked for your dad,
but only for two years.  Did you
guys have a “falling out”?

Actually I’m very happy to say
we’ve always had a great
relationship.  Besides being my
dad, I consider him one of my
best of friends.  But I just 
decided I would be happier 
and more successful working 
on my own.  When we were
working together in the same
office every day I must admit, 
it was often very challenging.  
I guess the easiest way to put 
this is… he’s easy to love, but 
not so easy to live with.  

What did you learn from 
your dad?

He taught me to step into the
clients shoes and always
use the mindset of
“What would I do if

this were my own
money.”   This is so
critical because
probably the most
important reason a
client chooses to
work with an
advisor is
because they
really feel their
advisor has their
best interests at
heart.  

You seem 
to be very 
fortunate to 
have two mentors
in your career.
Many people can’t
think of even one.

I actually have a third
mentor.

Who?

It’s my wife, Terri.

Your wife?  I just met her a few minutes
ago and I must admit she seems
wonderful, but I got the impression she
was your assistant/receptionist?

That was just your first impression.

Chris, listen if you are in the dog house
with Terri, I don’t think I can help you.
The purpose of the interview is to give
our readers some insight into your
approach to your business.

Believe it or not, I consider Terri my
business partner and a mentor.  Her 
skills have helped make the difference in
my practice.

How can she have the skills to mentor
you if she isn’t even a licensed advisor?
How can Terri help you with that from
the front desk?

I’ve started having her join me on all of
my new client interviews-and I can’t tell
you how valuable it is to have her there.

Is she allowed to be part of the
interview?  I mean, if she isn’t a
professional advisor, she’s not allowed

to give advice… right?

Our first meeting has
nothing to do with

financial advice.  It’s 
all about what 

I mentioned 
earlier… building a
relationship with my
clients and trying
to identify the
heart-felt issues
that brought 
them here.  

Everyone loves
Terri because
she’s genuinely
friendly and easy

to talk to.  But
she’s also another

set of eyes and ears
for me.  Since I

specialize in retirement
planning, most of the

time, I am meeting with
couples.  But even if it’s a

single person, or a widower,
she’s great at communicating and,

Hesh Reinfeld traveled from his home
town of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania  to
Tyson’s Corner, Virginia to interview 
Christopher P. Hill, RFC®.

Hesh:  Chris, who are your mentors?

Chris: After working with my father for a
couple of years, I worked with one of the
top money managers in the country for
over 10 years.  He was absolutely one of
the most brilliant men I’ve ever met.  

Interesting.  What’s the most valuable
lesson you took away from working 
with him?

He taught me that in order to be a
successful investment advisor, 90% of my
job is to help my clients avoid large losses.
He came into the business in 1966, when
the DOW Industrial Average reached 1000
for the first time.  Eight years later, at the
Watergate bottom in 1974, the DOW was
at 570.  The DOW didn’t hit 1000 again
until 1982, or sixteen years later!

Sounds like he had a rough start.

Christopher Hill, RFC®

One of the 
biggest mistakes

advisors can make
is focusing on
money and the

number... versus
building a

relationship and
friendship first...
and finding out

what’s really
important.
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continued from page 14   Business Success Profile:  Christopher Hill

about me if someone asked what I was
like as a person and advisor?”  If they
don’t say something like… “You’d really
like him…a great person and friend…
someone I can really trust… someone who
I can always turn to and is truly looking
out for me”… then you have a problem.  I
can assure you that having these kinds of
relationships with your clients will take
your practice to a whole new level — one
that is much more enjoyable and much
more rewarding.  

Your dad would be proud of you.  You
continue to pass along great ideas and
themes to other financial advisors.
Thanks for your insights.

Christopher P. Hill, RFC®, is a financial
advisor in Tyson’s Corner, Virginia.  Chris
started his career in financial services as
a college intern assisting an experienced
stockbroker.  He was first involved in
working in portfolio management and
then held seminar positions as a national
wholesales and ultimately Vice President
of Marketing and Sales.  In 2001 he
formed his own company with LPL
Financial and he has now built a team of
professional specialists to provide
superior customer service.   

Contact:  703 917 8501
christopher.hill@lpl.com
www.yourmoneymatters.com

more importantly, listening to what 
will make them happier and sleep better
at night.

So are you saying this is a matter of
woman’s intuition?

I am humble enough to say that, like 
most men, I can truly benefit from 
another person’s help in listening.  And
remember, a lot of our communication 
is non-verbal.  Most of what our clients
want isn’t tied to their money or the
numbers… it’s in the happiness, the
opportunity and the legacy they can 
leave to the next generation. 

I guess the point I am trying to make here,
Hesh, is that having my wife as a part of
my practice has allowed me to build a
better relationship with each client.

This time I won’t challenge your
comments, I will confirm them. I
interviewed one of your clients for 
this profile and she mentioned 
that she initially met you when she
purchased a used car that you were
selling via an ad in the newspaper…  
The woman didn’t know you were a
financial planner.  She was very
impressed with your relationship 
with Terri and how you treated her,
listened to her, and respected her.  
Only later when she found out your
profession did she realize that you 
were the kind of person that could 
also help her and her husband with 
their retirement plans. 

Thanks for telling that story.   That’s a
great example of how our clients are
looking for a lot more than just better
products or investment strategies.

This interview is for The Register, a 
trade magazine for over 8,000 
financial advisors world wide.  If you
could be a mentor to one of them 
what would you say?

I’d tell them that the most important
reasons why a client will ever choose to
hire you as their trusted advisor is
because they like you, they trust you, 
they think you are competent, and as I
mentioned, they think you have their 
best interests at heart.  I am sure that 
all the 8,000 advisors who may be
reading this article are extremely
competent, but we often overlook some 
of those other key areas.  

To prove this theory, advisors should ask
themselves:  “What would my clients say
The Register  •  March 2008 Page 15

Chris with his Business Partner, Mentor and Wife, Terri

Chris knows the secret to success is through relationship building



How to Book a Talk in Front of HNW Audiences
You are selling trust before all else!

head to your tongue takes practice and
lots of it.  Make a commitment.  You won’t
become confident and comfortable and
impress your high net worth audiences
without the work.

Content is Critical. Content is key to
impressing audiences and the less said
about your practice and what you can 
do for your audience, the better.  Many
financial advisors make the mistake of
talking about what they can do for the
members of the audience — long before
they have even given the audience a 
reason to trust them.  It is essential 
that your presentation and handouts be
totally educational, with no message,
subliminal or outright, that you are the only
person who can manage investments in
this style.  Keep your presentations fully
educational.  Make your interpretation of
what is happening in the world of
investments, estate planning, managing
highly appreciated real estate, or accessing
critical documents during emergencies
easily understood.  What you do not want to
do is confuse your audience or use
concepts that are so sophisticated that 
they do not resonate with the listener, 
high net worth or not.   Your audiences 
will learn more about you by listening to
what you bring than the topic you are
presenting.  They will assess your
trustworthiness and that will get you 
other speaking opportunities.

Repeating Your Success. Reputation
counts when you want to schedule a
number of talks before HNW target
audiences.  Successfully becoming a
source for the media can enhance your
reputation as a trusted expert.  Articles in
which you are quoted and articles that you
write and that are published in trade or
professional publications on your topic give
you credibility.  Add these “media hits” to a
list of speaking topics and a professional
biography to create a Speaker’s Kit to send
to the program chairperson who books
speakers for your target groups.

At the same time you are working on your
Speaker’s Kit, plan talks before small
audiences in your office.  Consider asking
a few clients each quarter to come in for
an “update”, or offer a different topic you
want to practice.  Change the group you
invite every quarter.

Associations Need You. Offer to speak 
to your clients’ social groups, condo

associations, or at a coffee in their homes
for ten or more friends.  I can hear you
now — this is so low brow, good grief.  But,
wait.  Don’t misjudge the importance of
small groups of clients and whom they
know.  Your existing clients have conduits
to all the high net worth groups you wish
to access.  But you have never asked your
clients to introduce you to these target
groups as a speaker, have you? 

Speaking to a small group of your clients
and their friends allows you, in personal
conversation, to name the groups before
which you would like to speak.  Simply ask
if anyone has contacts to get you to the
program chairperson for that organization.
Often, the program chair is a more direct
conduit than the current president of chief
executive officer, because the program
chair is actually charged with finding and
evaluating speakers.  

Speakers are often booked as much as
a year in advance. (One way around that
is to offer to be a substitute speaker
should there be an illness or accident
preventing a scheduled speaker, but you
must be prepared to drop everything to
fulfill the needs of the organization on a
minute’s notice.)

Let your existing clients who like you and
trust you, and most importantly, clients
who have heard you speak, help with your
introduction to the target high net worth
groups you seek.  It is quite unlikely that
you will get an invitation to speak to a
target audience unless your referral
comes with assurances that you are a
good speaker, provide excellent content
and are trustworthy.  Those three
characteristics are essential before you
will be invited to speak to audiences of
your choice.  It is a process and it takes
time.  Start today.   

Lisbeth Wiley Chapman, Ink&Air, 
delivers clients and assets to investment
advisory & financial services firms
through a blend of media and web
communications strategies.  She is the
author of “Get Media Smart!  Build Your
Reputation, Referrals & Revenues With
Media Marketing,” a professional
development program.  

Contact:  508 479 1033
beth_chapman@inkair.com
www.inkair.com

Networking to book yourself as a speaker
before target High Net Worth audiences
you seek needs to be a thoughtful
process.  Your speaking opportunities
must be carefully chosen and preparation
is required, including honing your
speaking skills, understanding that
educational, non-self-serving content is
required, building your reputation with the
media, and trusting that your current
clients are the conduit you need to the
audiences you seek.

No other opportunity will impress
prospects as to your trustworthiness as
much as a speaking opportunity and you
are all about selling trust.  You may think
you are selling a service or products, but
what you are really selling… is trust!

Get Some Help. Compelling speakers do
not emerge fully developed.  They take
time and practice and hard work.  If you
are not a confident speaker, start
speaking in the comfortable environment
of a Toastmaster’s meeting where you will
have the opportunity to speak, develop a
style that feels good to you, and to receive
constructive criticism. 

You may benefit from a private speech
coach. Your local community college 
or University can direct you to faculty 
who specialize in coaching adults 
to improve spoken communication.   
Many adult education programs also
include speech classes.  Or, Google
“speech coach, town or region” and 
see who pops up.  Your local chapter 
of the National Speakers Association,
(www.nsaspeaker.org) has members who
coach speakers.  Understand that the
process of getting thoughts from your

Lisbeth Wiley Chapman
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As a follow up to his State of the Union
speech, President Bush has sent his
proposed Fiscal Year 2009 budget to
Capitol Hill.  It contains little in the way of
new ideas, but reprises a number of
proposals Congress has already
repeatedly rejected.  These include:

Estate Tax. Renewed calls for
permanently repealing the federal estate
tax.  It proposes making repeal of the
estate tax (currently scheduled to take
effect in 2010) permanent.  This means
step-up in basis rules would be replaced
with carryover basis rules, too.

Tax rate on capital gains and dividends.
Current law imposes a special 15 percent
tax rate on capital gains and dividends,
until the end of 2010. T he president’s
proposal extends the 15
percent rate permanently.
Several pending proposals in
the Congress would reduce
the rate further, to 10 percent.

Retirement & Savings. The
Bush savings proposals fall
into three groups: LSAs, RSAs
and ERSAs.  A repeat of
savings plans and rules that
result in only one kind of
employee deferral retirement
savings plan, one kind of
individual retirement savings
plan, and only one kind of 
tax-favored short-term savings
plan.

LSA Lifetime Savings
Account. The LSA proposal would allow
individuals to contribute up to $2,000 per
year on an after-tax basis.  Earnings on
LSA contributions and distributions from
LSAs would be tax free.  All taxpayers
could use LSAs (no income limits).  The
$2,000 limit would be per account, not
per contributor to an account.

RSA Retirement Savings Accounts.
These would replace traditional IRAs,
deductible IRAs and Roth IRAs.  All
individuals (no income limits) could
contribute up to $5,000 per year
(indexed) into an RSA.  Only cash could be
contributed to an RSA.  The contributions
would not be deductible, but earnings on
them would be tax free.  Distributions
from RSA accounts held at least five years
would be tax-free, if made after the
account holder reaches age 58, dies or
becomes disabled.  Distributions prior to
that would be subject to a 10 percent
penalty tax (and earnings on the accounts

would be includible in taxable income).
The proposal includes transition rules 
for those who want to convert current
IRAs to RSAs.

ERSA (Employer Retirement Savings
Accounts) would replace all defined
contribution (DC) employee deferral plans
(401(k)s, 529 college savings plans,
403(b)s, SIMPLEs, SARSEPS, etc) with
one “simple” retirement savings plan.
Generally, RSA rules would mirror current
law 401(k) rules.  Employees could
contribute up to $15,500 (indexed)
annually; those over age 50 could also
contribute a $5,000 (indexed) “catch-up”
contribution.  The combined employee-
employer contribution could not exceed
100 percent of compensation, or if less,
$46,000 (indexed).

Health insurance: The Bush budget calls
for replacing the current employer
deduction and employee exclusion for
employer-paid health insurance with a
standard health insurance deduction for
individuals.  The deduction would be
$15,000 for family coverage and $7,500
for individual coverage.  The proposal
would also eliminate the section 213
deduction for medical expenses.
Employer payments of health insurance
premiums for their workers would be
includible in the employees’ taxable
incomes, and would count for Social
Security tax purposes as well.  To qualify
for the deduction, the health insurance
purchased would have to meet certain
basic and specified requirements.

HSA expansion: Generally helpful but not
dramatic enhancements to HSA rules
were included in the Bush budget
proposal.  Generally, the proposal would

allow health insurance that has at least a
50 percent coinsurance feature to qualify
as a high deductible health plan (HDHP)—
an HDHP is required in connection with an
HSA.  The proposal would also allow
health expenses incurred in the same
year as (but before) establishment of an
HDHP/HSA to qualify for payment with
HSA funds.

Budget Significance. The president’s
budget proposal is the first step in
fashioning the budget under which all
federal spending and certain tax laws will
be written this year.  The budget and tax
writing committees in both the House and
Senate will hold hearings on the
president’s budget proposal over the
coming months. Congress (via the House
and Senate Budget Committees) will 

then write its version of
the budget which will
control spending and tax
bills this year. 

Budget Procedures. The
budget law requires
Congress to write its
budget blueprint by mid-
April — although it is rare
for Congress to meet its
deadline. Of most concern
is whether Congress
approves a budget that
authorizes special
protection for tax
legislation (the
“reconciliation
instructions”) to avoid a
filibuster (and thus require

only a simple majority to pass the Senate.
If a tax bill moves with reconciliation
protection, offsets (revenue raisers) have
a much better chance for being enacted
into law.

Insider News:  Most insiders — on and 
off the Hill — do not believe these
Administration’s budget proposals will 
be acceptable to Congress.  However,
there may be some real debate over
whether to make the estate tax repeal
permanent (or how to permanently 
reform it), and where to set capital gains
and dividends tax rates.  Replacing 
tax-favored employer-provided health
insurance with a deduction for individuals
is unlikely to be taken seriously by
Congress this year.  There may be some
discussion about the suggested
expansions for health savings accounts.
The renewed call for RSAs, LSAs and
ERSAs will almost certainly just be ignored
on Capitol Hill this year.   

Proposed Federal Budget
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• Is it important to you to guarantee
your investment against loss?

If you are interested in the rest 
of the questions, e-mail me at:
Katherine@vestmentadvisors.com 
and I will send it to you.

It is important to tell clients there are no
right and wrong answers to these
questions.  You are just trying to
understand what they would most like to
accomplish with these funds so you can
make some good recommendations for
them to consider.

Take this worksheet and initial it and date
it.  Ask the clients to initial and date it,
too.  Give the clients a copy and place a
copy in your files.  Protect your assets!

Safe Selling of Variable Annuities
By Katherine Vessenes, JD, CFP®, RFC®

Want to sell more Variable Annuities, keep
you clients happy — and avoid problems
with regulators?  It is easier than you think.

Use this 10-point system. It is great 
for presenting Variable Annuities —
but it will also work with any investment.
The goal is to get a clear picture of what
the client really wants to do with their
money, offer them some choices, let the
client make the choice and then do what
every attorney loves: document,
document, document!

Here is my safe selling system®:

1. Get into the head of the investor. I am
not the marketing genius and neither
are you — the only marketing genius is
the client.  Our job is to find out what
they want and then give it to them. 

To do this, I created a checklist of
about 15 questions.  It is a quick, one
page document that should be used in
conjunction with other sales literature.
And yes, it should go through your
compliance department before using it
with a client.  Make sure you jot down
all their answers.  Here are a few of
the key questions: 

• What is this money for?
• Would you prefer for your

investment to grow tax deferred or
to pay taxes as you go?

• Are you concerned about running
out of money in retirement?

2. Score the benefits. Now that you
know what your clients really want,
based on the checklist, take out a
yellow pad and create a chart that lists
the benefits that appeal to this client
along the left column and then your
possible investment choices across
the top. 

Turn the yellow pad around and have the
client take notes and make the
appropriate marks in the boxes.  So the
chart might look like this after you have
gone through and explained their options:

Have clients give each box 1 point for a
“yes” and a half a point for a “depends”
or “maybe”. 
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Katherine Vessenes, JD, CFP®, RFC®

continued on page 19

Variable Mutual
Annuities Funds REITS

Guaranteed against 
investment loss? yes no no

Guaranteed stream of 
income in retirement yes no no
that you can’t outlive?

Grows tax deferred? yes depends depends

No penalties for 
withdrawals in the no Yes depends 
next 5 years? (assuming A shares)

Total 3 1.5 1



continued from page 18   Compliance-Friendly Marketing

4. Carefully explain what is and what is
not guaranteed.  Make notes in your
file on what you explained. 

5. Tell clients the truth — all the truth.
That means you don’t know what
performance will be and you have no
idea which investment will perform
better over time. In addition always tell
a client anything that could go wrong.
Make notes in your file.

6. Describe the CDSC if there is one.
Make a note in your file.

7. Explain there are no additional tax
benefits by placing a VA in a qualified
plan.  Make a BIG note in your file —
this is a hot button with regulators.

8. Educate clients about the truth
about VAs. They have been listening
to Suze Orman and have gotten a lot
of bad advice from friends, family and
the media.  You need to prepare
clients in advance to what they are
going to hear and what the truth is.

9. After the sale: Send a follow up letter
outlining the information above. Space
doesn’t allow me to reproduce it here. 

10. Never, ever, sell clients something
they don’t need.

That’s it: 10 steps that can save 
your career and do great things for 
your clients at the same time.

All in all, you should have 8 different 
notes or documents in your file stating
why this investment is suitable and
appropriate at this time.  And more
important, you have only made
recommendations that are in the 
client’s best interest, and let the client,
the marketing genius, make the
investment decision.   

Katherine Vessenes, JD, CFP®, RFC®, is a
nationally known author and speaker,
focusing on sales, marketing, compliance
and practice management issues for
broker/dealers and advisors.  Order 
her latest book:  Building a Multimillion
Dollar Practice.  

Contact:  952 401 1045
katherine@vestmentadvisors.com
www.vestmentadvisors.com

Once the client totals up the columns, 
you might say:  “So it looks like the
benefits of a Variable Annuity come
closest to fitting your needs.  Would 
you agree?”

Now, I have no prejudice here.  If mutual
funds, CDs or muni bonds come up with a
higher score — no problem — that is what
you should recommend!

Once again, you both initial the yellow
pad, giving the client a copy and then
keep one for your file.

3. Explain the costs of the investment.
Many advisors assume the client
wants the lowest cost investment.
That is not true.  Most clients 
are willing to spend a little more 
for an investment that closely 
fits their wish list. Show the client 
the costs of the preferred investment
and then ask the client:  “Are 
you willing to address these 
issues you told me were most
important to you?”

If you have a chart on the expenses of
the investment, have the client initial,
make a copy and put it in your files.
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The well-respected Investment News
Magazine conducts Online Opinion Polls
of its readers — as both a service to the
profession and as a way of determining
the interests of their readership.  Their
first poll of 2008 was extremely valuable:

A.  Find New Clients

Financial advisors want New clients, but
they also want Better clients — those who
will pay larger planning fees, purchase
more insurance and bring more
investments under management.  The
most cost-effective solution requires two
elements. The first is  to implement a
Client Relationship Management (CRM)
system.  This must be coupled with a
much more effective Prospect
Presentation.  Advisors need to construct
the right relationship for ultimately
obtaining Referrals, in order to get off the
“Prospecting Merry-Go-Round.”

Several years ago the best solution might
have been to start conducting public
seminars.  But that is no longer cost-
effective.  Furthermore, with securities
department watch dogs potentially in the
audience, it is fraught with risks.  One
advisor who had produced a public
seminar several years ago was requested
by his broker-dealer to re-submit for
review his original slides and handout.
What had worked well for him in the past,
and had been fully approved, was
returned to him with a demand for over
112 modifications.

Even the public fee-based seminars were
never a revenue generator.  The
attendance fee was a loss-leader
designed to weed out those who had no
real interest.  Now even the offer of a

deluxe dinner for two has a hard time of
filing a presentation site, unless over
15,000 invitations are mailed out.  The
traditional public seminar, for most
advisors, is an idea whose time is past.

The tracking of prospects and clients is
essential in any marketing plan that has a
hope of success.  The typical prospect is
contacted only 2.6 times.  Generally two
mailings and one phone call.  The problem
is lack of penetration.   In the clutter of all
the other mail delivered to their residence
(bills, magazines, charity solicitations,
direct mail and family correspondence) the
letters from a financial advisors get lost.
Phone calls are often intercepted by an
answering device — even when the
prospect is at home.  Result:  No
consideration of the financial advisor’s
approach by the prospect.

When a new client has the potential value
of $5,000 to $20,000 the financial
advisor must be (tactfully and
professionally) far more persistent.  How
many pieces of mail can you send before
the costs exceed $5,000?  But this type
of prospecting requires an automated
CRM system and carefully written letters
and supporting articles.

Having a very well-packaged presentation
is critical for the initial discussions with a
qualified prospect.  Since the potential
earnings from each new, high-caliber
client will range above $5,000 it is

remarkable how many financial advisors
are “winging it” rather than using a well
rehearsed, organized and psychologically
sound presentation which provides a full
structure for converting a prospect into a
fee-paying client.

B.  Improve Client Service

This requires more frequent contact —
providing clients with valuable written
materials, financial news, reports on the
performance of investments and
insurance.  More frequent contact also
includes solicitation of service needs,
offering support, providing advice and
review of all current holdings.  

This frequent contact is critical within 
an economic market that is declining 
or fluctuating significantly.  Nervous
clients leave.  Frequently contacted 
clients remain!  

The solution requires a different
application of CRM — existing clients need
to be classified by profitability.  Advisors
must apply greater effort devoted to 
those who are “paying the bills” and who
are “referral oriented” and who will help
solve the prospecting problem on a long
term basis.  This does not mean deserting
old, non profitable clients , but it does
mean limiting the most cost-intensive
personal contact.

Your Professional Resolutions

continued on page 21
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Ed Morrow, CLU, ChFC, CFP®, CEP, RFC®

What is your top Professional Resolution for 2008?

A. 41.7%   Find New Clients
B. 30.8%   Improve Service to Established Clients
C. 13.5%   Seek More Professional Training
D. 7.7%   Create a Succession Plan
E. 6.4%   Go Paperless

Resolutions are a good indicator 
of what financial advisors consider 
to currently be short comings within
their operations — and critical for
correction.  Unlike the most popular
New Year’s Resolutions for consumers
(lose weight, quit smoking and reduce
debt) there is a good possibility of
achieving the resolution — provided
the financial advisor gets the support
and tools required.

A

B

C

D
E
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operational transfer.  That takes time to
determine.  For many advisors a quick,
short term solution is to purchase more
life insurance.  But that brings us to
another issue, Succession Plans for Key
Clients.  Many clients don’t have them —
or they are totally unfunded.

One travel agent had been bringing his
children into the business.   Each was first
trained  in the central office and then
opened a small satellite office.  The
agency was profitable because of the
synergy of all the family members.  If
broken into components there would have
been vastly increased overhead and a
reduced capacity to serve clients.
However, the succession plan for the
Agency was unwritten and unfunded.

The solution was a stock redemption
agreement for the father, funded by a life
insurance purchase funded from a part of
the distribution of the children’s profits.
While the life insurance was expensive for
a 64 year old man, it was the only
solution.  Also applies to some financial
advisors, doesn’t it?

E.  Go Paperless

Everyone wants to reduce filing space 
and increase the ability to file, find 
and retrieve important documents.
Extensive paper filing requires office 
floor space, which can be pretty
expensive.  It also takes a lot of time to
prepare physical files, place them
according to a system, and retrieve the
papers later when needed.

Phase-one to go Paperless is a solution
that implements a fairly simple electronic
filing and retrieval system.  This can be
implemented pretty quickly and
inexpensively.  Phase-two, which is much
more expensive, is a hardware and
software system plus - a fairly extensive
training program.  A totally Paperless
System that is FINRA sanctioned (such 
as LaserFiche or Docupace) must contain
the capacity to prevent document deletion
or alteration.   

Your Personal Resolutions

What is on your short list for 2008?
Maybe you want to achieve progress in
two or three of the items on the
Investment News survey.

Hit several targets at once. If you or a
staff member enroll in the new RFC
course the Financial Planning Process™,
you will be addressing the top three items:

• Find New Clients
• Improve Service to Clients
• More Professional Training

The RFC Financial Planning Process™
Course includes those topics plus all the
tools to get the job done efficiently.  

Each student receives five software
programs:  Client Builder Presentation,
Practice Builder (CRM), Plan Builder
comprehensive, Virtual Financial Advisor
modular planning tools and IPS AdvisorPro
Investment Policy Statements Progress
won’t happen by accident.  

Many feel that 2008 will be very difficult
year economically.  We won’t know 
the result until the end of the year.  But,
one thing you can be sure of:  If you
expect changes (improvements) in your
practice for 2008, action steps are
required Now.   

Ed Morrow is the chairman and chief
executive of the IARFC and he speaks
frequently at professional conferences on
topics related to his practice experience —
and  enabling financial advisors to
increase their sales production and client
services, by building their practices
through effective client relationship
management.  He first used computers in
1970 and has authored seven computer
programs and 21 operation manuals.

Contact:  800 666 1656 ext. 14
edm@iarfc.org
www.iarfc.org

Resources

IARFC Financial Planning Process™ Course 
www.IARFC.org

Microsoft PowerPoint —
www.microsoft.com

Client Builder Presentation System —
www.FinancialSoftware.com

Gorilla Marketing — www.BillGood.com

Goldmine Premium — www.Goldmine.com

Practice Builder (CRM) System —
www.FinancialSoftware.com

Docupace Co. — www.Docupace.com

Laserfiche — www.LaserFiche.com

Most advisors have heard about Drip
Marketing — the concept of sending
appropriate materials on a frequent basis.
They think it applies only to prospects.
Actually  it works even better with an
advisor’s existing clients — for R&R —
Retention and Referrals.  When the
frequency of mailings are increased 
it does not seem inappropriate to 
request, twice yearly, that clients should
provide referrals.

But organizing the frequent contact, which
must include personal calls from the
advisor and staff member, will not “just
happen.”  It needs to be scheduled — and
triggered by an automated system that
allows the advisor to “target” contacts
and deliver materials at an interval and
frequency chosen in advance.

C.  Professional Training

In a profession like financial planning the
most valuable assets are the people
skills.  Training (which is job-related) will
immediately impact job performance and
profitability.  Education (knowledge
acquisition) requires much more time.
Classes or self-study programs take a long
time and are expensive—in both tuition
and time.  Furthermore, the payoff for
more professional education may be very
long term.  For many advisors who need
to maximize client contact, the training
should be for staff associates who can
dramatically increase the professional ‘s
contact time.  Staff members can employ
systems swiftly and effectively so that the
job gets done at the appropriate level.

There is a conflict for the advisor.  Who
should be trained?  The first reaction is
that professional training or education
should be acquired by the advisors
personally.  But, that is often the incorrect
choice. First, the advisor’s time to attend
sessions is extremely valuable.  Most
financial advisors are spending less than
20 hours per week face-to-face with
clients.  Some as little as 5 hours. Why?
Because they are personally performing
tasks that should be done by a staff
member.  But that person needs training,
education or computer tools — to free up
the advisor to do what he or she does
uniquely well meet with prospects and
clients.  Every New Year Resolution list
should have the goal of maximizing the
effective use of the advisor’s time.

D.  Succession Plan

This requires the selection of successors
and the negotiation of both equity and
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From 1791 to 1802 taxes on distilled
spirits, carriages, refined sugar, tobacco and
guns paid for the affairs of government.
Then, with the high cost of the War of 1812,
the U.S. government established sales taxes
on gold, silverware, jewelry and watches.  In
1817, however, Congress did away with all
internal taxes and relied on tariffs of
imported goods for support.

Then, to help fund the Civil War effort in
1862, Congress enacted the first income
tax law, a forerunner of our modern income
tax, based on the principles of graduated or
progressive taxation and of withholding
income at the source.  This tax law was
short-lived because income taxes were
considered to be unconstitutional.  However,
the Tax Act of 1862 established the office
of Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and
granted to it the powers and authority, many
of which remain very much the same today.  

Next Congress added sales tax, excise
taxes and an “inheritance” tax, which
brought in sufficient income for fifty years.
Then, finally, in 1913 the 16th Amendment
to the Constitution made the income tax a
permanent fixture in the U.S. tax system
and gave Congress legal authority to tax
income that resulted in a revenue law that
permanently taxed incomes of both
individuals and corporations. 

Would Your Clients Like to 
“Opt Out” of Taxes?

However, how happy would they be if: 

they did not have to pay any income
taxes for the next 20 years and have
the income taxes paid during the
previous five years refunded?

You may be wondering if this is possible,
and if it is, why everyone isn’t doing it?
Moreover, why isn’t this in the news?

They Need to Enter the GO Zone!

Few people are aware of this unique
opportunity, and if they are, they do 
not understand the magnitude of its 
value and how easy it can be for a 
modest investor.

Go Zone Background

Generally, real estate investors can take
depreciation for 27.5 or 39 years on real
estate purchased for income (whether
residential or commercial real estate).
Depreciation is a paper loss, an expense
for which you don’t write a check, but you
can offset income nonetheless.
Unfortunately, Congress and the IRS have
extended normal depreciation out for a
very large number of years.  

What’s the GO Zone?

Post 9/11 Congress wanted to ensure
that capital would not leave New York City.
More importantly, they wanted to
encourage investors to bring capital to the
region to rebuild it.  As a result, Congress
established a tax incentive plan called
“The Liberty Zone.”  

Similarly, when hurricanes Katrina, Rita
and Wilma hit the Gulf Coast in 2005,
Congress created another tax incentive
program called GOZA, the Gulf
Opportunity Zone Act, also referred to as
the “GO Zone”.

This Act allows investors willing to build or
buy new real estate developments in

areas within the GO Zone to enjoy an
accelerated depreciation of improvements
of approximately 50% in the year they
acquire the property and put it into
service (rent).  Qualified investors can use
this depreciation to offset 100% of all
Federal income taxes — including these
paid previously, retroactively for five years,
and 20 years going forward.

GO Zone Magic!

Depreciation alone is a good thing, 
but GO Zone magic is like depreciation 
on steroids.  How?  Because based 
on the previous example, instead of
writing-off $5,454 in depreciation, 
GO Zone allows you to write-off 
$75,000 immediately!  

In addition, investors can recapture 100%
of every dollar paid to Uncle Sam over the
previous five years.  That is some pretty
serious tax refunds!  Better yet, under GO
Zone, if you still have GO Zone losses
available you can carry these deductions
forward for another 20 years!

Look At the GO Zone Numbers

Let’s say you paid $200,000 in Federal
income tax over the past five years. How
much real estate do you need in order to
have 100% of this money refunded?
Assuming a 33% marginal Federal income
tax rate, here is how the math would look:

Federal Taxes Paid = $200,000
Income Earned = $600,000
Real Estate to Offset 100% 

of Income = $1,200,000

Abolish Income Tax

Randy Luebke, RMA, RFC®
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GO Zone Background

Purchase Price Land Value Building Improvements Depreciation

$200,000 $50,000 $150,000 $5,454/year

Look at the GO Zone Numbers

Example of how a depreciation schedule would look for a basic 
single-family residence purchased for rental.

Purchase Price Land Value Building Improvements Depreciation

$200,000 $50,000 $150,000 $75,000/year
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The GO Zone Will Disappear Soon!

Good things do not last forever and the
GO Zone is no exception. The opportunity
for you to invest in the GO Zone ends
December 31, 2008.  While this may
seem like a long time, you need to locate
real estate and place it “in service” on or
before that date, so you don’t want to
waste another day!  Contact a real estate
advisor and ask them to structure a GO
Zone portfolio of investment-grade real
estate for you.  Have a qualified tax
advisor determine if, and how, you or your
clients can become a qualified
professional real estate investor, so you
too can live income tax-free for 25 years! 

I would like to thank the IARFC members
for taking time to enhance their life and
that of their clients by reading this article.
I always remind my clients that if you want
to win at the game of money, credit and
finance, you have to stop doing what
banks want you to do and do what banks
do.  This is The Bank of You Paradigmsm.
The GO Zone strategy is just one of the
many ways we can help you help your
clients to make better, smarter, safer
choices and decisions so they can live
less stressful and more fulfilling lives.   

I hope this report opened the minds of
RFC advisors to some new ideas and
possibilities that will make a positive
difference in the lives of their clients.  This
report is not a real estate investment
tutorial or an explanation on how to
become GO Zone expert.  However, it
should accomplish two things for you.  It
should encourage you to:

1. Always question conventional wisdom
and seek innovative strategies from
which you and your family may benefit.

2. Be encouraged to seek more out more
information from professionals who
can help you with the strategies you
learned from this report.

For a Free Copy of this article written 
as a consumer/advisor marketing piece, 
a “Special Report,” please contact 
me at Info@RandyLuebke.com with 
the words “GO Zone Report Please”
in the subject.   

Randall Luebke, RMA, RFC® is a licensed
California Real Estate Broker and a
licensed life agent and the Director of The
Academy of Mortgage Planning sm.  In
addition to his Newport Beach, CA
mortgage practice, nationally, Randy
trains financial advisors of all disciplines,
financial planners, attorneys, Realtors,
CPA’s, stock brokers and insurance
agents, how to be better stewards of their
clients’ money.

Randy has created a unique process that
provides tremendous value to his clients
called The Bank of You Paradigmsm and a
unique financial plan called The
Professional Mortgage Plansm.  Together,
they create an OESsm, or Optimized Equity
Structure, that increases his clients’ safety
and liquidity, protects their real estate
equity and reduces the taxes they pay.

Randy notes that, “our clients tell us that
our system, The Bank of You Paradigmsm,
and our unique financial plan, The
Professional Mortgage Plansm, are simply
a better, smarter safer ways to finance
their real estate and to achieve all their
financial goals.

Contact:  949 224 4240
RandyLue@rebiz.com
www.rebiz.com

There is a Catch (and… a Release)

This example is over simplified.  However,
it illustrates the point.  If you purchase
income-producing real estate located in
areas covered under the GO Zone, the
improvements (not the land value) need 

to be around $1,200,000.  In total, your
real estate portfolio might be valued at
$1,600,000, assuming 75% improvement
(building) to 25% land value.

The GO Zone is not just New Orleans

It includes parts of Texas, Louisiana,
Alabama and Mississippi.  We have
created a turn-key system to locate,
acquire, rent and manage properties in
those States and 21 other markets that we
feel are suitable for long-term buy and hold
investments.  We have purchased over
1,000 homes in those markets.  We use
local Realtors and appraisers, of course.
However, we manage the entire system for
investors from our offices in California.

Is This Program Only for the Wealthy?

Not at all! This program is for anyone who
paid, or will pay any Federal income tax,
and who is willing to do two things:

1. Invest in GO Zone real estate

2. Become a “Qualified Real 
Estate Professional”

Uncle Sam does have strings attached to
this strategy.  Losses from income-
producing real estate are “passive losses”
with limits and restrictions not detailed in
this report. However, “Qualified Real
Estate Professionals” who meet the
criteria set forth by IRS guidelines have
these restrictions eliminated.  This means
that those who qualify are able to use GO
Zone dollars to offset all categories of
income: earned, passive or portfolio!

Real estate investor Jason Hartman of
Platinum Investors International of
Newport Beach, CA states, “not only are
our investors enjoying tax benefits
provided through the GO Zone Act, they
are also receiving significant appreciation.
In fact, many large corporations have
moved their facilities into a GoZone area
so they can also benefit from the
incentives.  As a result, there is an
enormous influx of residents that want —
and need — to rent homes, which
translates into extremely low vacancies,
higher-than-average rental income and
nice appreciation as icing on the cake.”
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The Importance of Disability Buy-Out 
and Overhead Expense Insurance

Business Continuation Planning

buy-out and overhead expense, you can
address the full line of business
continuation needs of this market.  You’ll
also be in a good position to generate
additional compensation by expanding
your markets and product lines.

Disability buy-out and overhead expense
offer many benefits for your customers.  In
the case of overhead expense, the coverage
removes doubt about the business’ ability
to continue to pay fixed, ongoing expenses
in the absence of a disabled owner.
Disability buy-out insurance provides the
following advantages:

•  Maintains business continuity and
credibility, which are concerns of
customers, creditors and employees;

•  Assures that the disabled owner and
his/her family will not have to
manage the business in the
event of total disability;

•  Assures that the
active partner(s)
retain control of
the business;

•  Assures the disabled
owner that his/her
financial future is not
contingent on the strength of
the business; and

•  Provides funds needed to pay medical
bills and living costs.

There are several ways to fund a buy-sell
agreement, but none that provide the
advantages, security and affordability of
disability buy-out insurance.

One option commonly practiced by small
businesses is to reinvest profits into the
business after taking out enough to live
on.  At times, these businesses must rely
on cash flow to pay for expansion and
development, or must borrow money
against the business.  However, in an
unforeseen situation like disability, there
is no guarantee that the money will be
there to pay for a partner’s interest in 
the business.

Another option is to take out a loan from a
financial institution.  Unfortunately, loans

are difficult to come by in this situation.
The business may not be considered a
good credit risk when a key contributor is
disabled.  Disability buy-out insurance,
however, provides guaranteed cash flow
when needed - and usually is much more
affordable than the alternatives.

If your clients are considering disability
buy-out and overhead expense coverage,
you should understand how the following
could impact their situations:

Tax consequences:  As is the case with
most financial products, disability buy-out
and overhead expense have important tax
consequences your clients should
understand.  Premiums for disability buy-
out coverage are not deductible.  However,
disability benefits paid to the business or
to the non-disabled business owner(s) are

received income tax-free.  In
the case of overhead
expense coverage,
premiums are deductible

and benefits are
taxable to the
business.  However,
expenses being

covered by overhead
expense are deductible.

Payout methods and
elimination periods: If you’re

already working with clients on life
buy-sell arrangements, it makes sense to
look for tie-ins with disability buy-out and
overhead expense.

However, you might experience resistance
from clients with limited benefit dollars
who consider life buy-sell a higher priority.
If this is the case, consider proposing
coverage with longer elimination and
benefit periods.  Choosing an installment
method of payment over a period of years
rather than a lump sum payout for
disability buy-out benefits will generally
mean lower premiums. It could also mean
a higher overall issue limit.  In general, 
the longer the wait and payout periods
selected, the more your client’s dollars
will work for them.

Buy-sell agreement: In the case of
disability buy-out, make sure there is a

Producers who work closely with business
owners most likely have discussed plans
to continue their clients’ businesses in the
event of death.  A natural extension of this
planning is to make business clients
aware of two equally important needs that
can be overlooked:  how to pay business
expenses and ensure business
succession in the event of a disability.

While many business owners plan for the
survival of their businesses in the event of
death, many don’t consider the effects of
disability on the firm’s future.  Or, like
many of us, they just don’t believe they
will ever become disabled.

Two types of coverage can help.  Disability
buy-out insurance provides funds for the
purchase of a disabled business owner’s
interest in the event of a long-term, total
disability.  Overhead expense insurance
covers operating expenses of a business
when the owner can no longer generate
revenue due to disability.

The two products work nicely in tandem.
Overhead expense insurance fills the gap
immediately following the onset of
disability to keep the doors open.  If the
disability becomes long term and a buy-
sell agreement is in place, disability buy-
out insurance can fund this obligation.

The market for disability buy-out and
overhead expense is primarily small,
closely held businesses.  The owners play
an active role in the business and often,
their personal service is essential to the
business’ survival.  By offering disability

Brian S. Nelson, RFC®
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buy-sell agreement in effect before a claim
is made — or there may be no claim.  Most
companies require an agreement to be in
effect as a condition of paying benefits.
Ask clients if they’re working with an
attorney and offer your assistance.

Overhead expense policy features: Pay
particular attention to covered overhead
expenses. Be aware that there are
overhead expense policies out there that
only pay benefits for total disability.  Look
for an overhead expense policy that
provides both total and partial benefits.
Check to see if replacement and employee
salaries are covered.  Also, look for carry
forward of unused benefits and expenses.

Overhead expense product choices:
Many companies now offer overhead
expense products specifically geared for
fee-for-service professionals or for the
more general business owner.  Don’t let a
disability derail your client’s business
continuation plans.  Overhead expense
and disability buy-out insurance coverage
can help them protect the business
they’ve worked so hard to build.   

Brian S. Nelson is an Investment Adviser
Representative in the Indiana Business
Center of the Principal Financial Group,
located in Indianapolis.  A graduate of
Miami University in Oxford, OH, Brian  has
been in the Financial Services industry for
14 years, and has held positions in tax
relations, customer service, marketing,
internal & external wholesaling, and
brokerage.  He is currently focused in the
retirement distribution and small-medium
business markets as a career producer
for the Principal Financial Group.

Contact:  800 257 7135 ext. 43897
nelson.brian@principal.com

_________________________________________

For Producer Information Only. Not For Use In
Sales Situations. Insurance issued by Principal
Life Insurance Company, a member of the
Principal Financial Group®, Des Moines, IA 50392,
www.principal.com.  While this communication
may be used to promote or market a transaction
or an idea that is discussed in the publication, it is
intended to provide general information about the
subject matter covered and is provided with the
understanding that “The Principal is not rendering
legal, accounting, or tax advice.  It is not a
marketed opinion and may not be used to avoid
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code.  You
should consult with appropriate counsel or other
advisors on all matters pertaining to legal, tax, or
accounting obligations and requirements.  
DJ 2204 | #5595082009
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Working on your practice instead of working for your practice.

� FINRA Reviewed

� Develop high quality comprehensive financial plans — Retirement Planning,
Insurance Needs, Education Funding, Estate Distribution 

� Create unlimited “what-if scenarios”— including Monte Carlo simulations
� Present product solutions powerfully, swiftly and dramatically
� Easily justify a substantial planning fee

“Good software is always in an evolution,
adding features, simplifying data entry,
strengthening the reports and shortening
the plan preparation cycle.  For example, a
major delay in producing plans has always
been the initial data entry.  The Plan
Builder now offers an alternative, Financial
Notebook, which the consumer uses to
enter family and financial information and
provide it to the financial advisor by disk
or e-mail..” 

David Stitt, CLU, ChFC, CEP, CFP®, RFC®

Financial Planning Consultants

FREE DEMO
800 666 1656      www.FinancialSoftware.com

Financial Planning Consultants — providing innovative software, training, practice 
management and marketing services to financial professionals since 1969

25% IARFC 
Member Discount

Are You Offering Modular Plans?

In the April issue of the Register will be
an article about why and how members
can be offering Modular Plans — on a
fee basis.  The article will include a
suggested fee schedule that can be
modified by each advisor to fit the
services offered.

Modular plans are an important
component of the new RFC course.
Students receive the software to perform
modular planning — to respond to the
client who wishes the advisor to address
only one subject.  Samples are reviewed
by the students, who have been amazed
at how easy it is to produce a very
professional report.  Each student is
expected to submit six modular plans:  

• Education Funding Analysis
• Estate Analysis
• Debt Restructure Analysis
• Survivor Cash & Income Analysis
• Retirement Analysis
• Investment Policy Statement

The first five analyses are prepared
using the Virtual Financial Advisor, and
the Investment Policy Statement is
prepared using IPS Advisor Pro.  Both
are Web based applications that are
well supported and are both included in
the new course. 

The IARFC is also adding two methods
of packaging these reports on a very
professional basis — a slender 3-ring
binder and the Unibind perfect binding
system.  Both offer attractive materials
in dark blue with the RFC Key logo —
or with no imprint.

Be sure to look for this article next
month — it can produce a significant
increase in your income and flexibility in
reaching high net worth clients.    



Do you want to improve the amount 
of traffic to your website?  Of course 
you do.  In fact, for your website to 
be an effective marketing tool to attract
new clients, it certainly needs traffic,
primarily from the search engines.
Directories are not like search engines;
they’re more like online yellow pages with
categories and company details.  But they
do raise your rankings on the search
engines by providing high-quality, in-bound
links to your site.  Every in-bound link is a
vote for the relevancy of your site.  We
cannot stress enough how important this
online marketing tactic is. 

Find the Time to Do This

There are hundreds of free directories 
to which you can submit your website 
in order to build valuable links.  Go to
http://info.vilesilencer.com, and you 
can download an Excel spreadsheet 
with over 500 free, SEO-friendly
directories.  It’s also easy to go to 
any search engine and enter “free
directories (your city)” to find some 
local directories.  There are also 
many directories that charge a
submission fee.  I recommend avoiding
these, at least initially.  Start with 
the free ones. Of course, all of this 
takes time and effort. 

Unfortunately, the submission process 
is tedious and boring. And each 
directory has a slightly different 
process that must be carefully followed.
You also should make sure that you 
take the time to write keyword-rich 
anchor text (the clickable text in a
hyperlink) to help build your website’s
search engine “score” for your keywords
(the words people use to find you). 

It is important to write a description that is
compelling, keyword-rich and descriptive.
Provide the right URL (website address),
category, and keywords.  You may want to
include a valid, but generic e-mail address,
after setting up an address at gmail or
yahoo, for example.  This will minimize the
spam emails that you might receive into
your regular business e-mail address. 

Or… Let Us Do It for You

If you have an IARFC-Financial Visions
website, you can use a fee-based directory
submission service that we now offer
exclusively to our own customers.  It is
called LocalSubmit. For an $89 set-up fee,
and $5 a month added to your website
hosting fee, this new service:

•  Submits your website address,
company information, and keyword-rich
content to dozens of the major local
Internet directories.

•  Quickly establishes inbound links from
high-traffic sites which will help your
overall search engine rankings.

•  Continues to resubmit the data on a
monthly basis.

•  Helps people find you when they are
searching for local services in your 
own community.

•  Ensures accuracy of the information in
the directories.

•  Allows for updates if your company
information changes such as a 
new address or additional products 
or services.

It will take a few weeks for your listings 
to appear, but your company information
will be found on the major local
directories, including MSN, Live Search
Maps, AnyWho Online Directory,
YellowPages.com, Yahoo Local, Google
Maps, InsiderPages, and dozens more,
about 50 total.  If you are already listed on
some of them, your content will be
updated and enhanced, to maximize the
effectiveness of each listing.

Web Marketing Is an Ongoing Activity

Just as it’s unwise to simply build a
website and forget about it, it’s also
unwise to assume that Internet marketing

Get Thee to the Directories

Sylvia Todor
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2.  Click on the “Customer Central”
button.

3.  Select “Marketing Tips” under 
“Online Tutorials.”

There are several tips and articles related
to building the number of incoming links
to your site. Even if you use the
LocalSubmit service to jump-start the
process, it’s good to be aware of the
additional steps that you can take.

Get Going.  The Sooner the Better.  
The More the Merrier.

Not to bury you in clichés, but some
search engines, especially Google, will
wait several months before indexing a
new site (making it available in its search
results).  The longer your site is up live
and active, the better.  Plus, the more
links you build over time, the better.  
It’s a bit of a rat race, combined with 
a high-endurance marathon.  It will 
always be hard to catch up with those
who have huge leads, and those who pour
massive resources into search engine

optimization.  The search engines are
continually crawling and indexing billions
of web pages.   

But the good news is that you CAN get top
rankings in local search.  This should be
your primary goal — to get high rankings
for searches for your offerings in the
communities that you service.  And it
really doesn’t cost much money — much
of it is free — though time must be 
found or services must be contracted to
make it happen.   

Sylvia Todor is the Marketing Director for
Financial Visions, an IARFC technology
partner that creates affordable, high-
content websites.  To view the website
service that hundreds of RFCs are using
to connect with prospects and clients,
visit www.iarfcwebsites.com.  

Contact:  800 593 9228  
Sylviat@financialvisions.com
www.IARFCwebsites.com

is something you only do for a limited
time.  The Internet is an enormous, fluid,
constantly changing communication
channel.  If you leave your website
untouched for months at a time, the
search engines know this.  They give
relevancy points to sites that are
frequently updated.  Even if you only go
there once or twice a month to make a
few edits, it will help your rankings.

Listings in directories are part what
should be an ongoing strategy to 
increase the number of incoming links 
to your site. If you or someone to whom
you delegate, spends two hours a week
on directories and other link-building
tactics, you will see a steady improvement
in your site’s traffic.  

The Marketing Tips page on
www.iarfcwebsites.com, lists specific
steps you can take to make some
progress with all of this.  If you have not
yet spent some time on this page, here’s
how to get there:

1.  Go to www.iarfcwebsites.com.
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I arrive with 350 other guys.  We smile at
each other but really don’t talk much.  We
all feel that we’re too good and too proud
to be at a sales training seminar.

The trainer - speaker — the guru
promenades into the room and starts
glad-handing everyone.  He’s dressed in a
$1,200 dollar suit with a sequenced T-
shirt underneath.

He lets us know right away that he just
never wears a tie.  Suddenly all of us are
loosening our ties, slipping them off and
stuffing them into our brief cases.

“Everyone stand up!”  He tells us.  “Put
down your pens and pads, you won’t need
them today.  I’m going to make you a
successful sales rep by changing how you
think not how you write.  I want everyone
to push away the chairs.  Open up the
room so that we can open up your minds.” 

Reluctantly, we start pushing the chairs
and tables into the corners.  Are we
supposed to be in nursery school?  I
thought I was finally going to learn how to
close more deals.

The lights are dimmed.  He begins with a
whisper.  “Close your eyes… think back to
when you were a small child.  Remember
that story your mom would read to you,
the one that you already knew by heart
but wanted to hear again and again.  The
story that shaped you hopes and dreams.
What was it?”

He must be pulling our leg, I thought.  But
then someone screams out … “The little
engine that could.” 

Mr. Guru jumps on it.  “Great, now I want
you to really get into the story.”  He starts

pretending he’s a train and huffs and
puffs around the stage.

“Those of you who want to get on that
train of success, what are you waiting
for?” He’s imploring us to join him.

To my disbelief within twenty seconds a
hundred guys are snaking around the
tables and chairs in a long conga line.
Then I start hearing music that sounds
like an engine that’s racing faster and
faster.  The guys are loving it.

After a few minutes of pure
pandemonium, Mr. Guru cuts the music
and every one quiets down.  “OK, I want
everyone to get that favorite story of their
very own into their karma and act it out.
Also look around the room see if anyone
else has a similar dream.”

The noise level goes right back up and yet
I am still standing in the corner doing
nothing.  These guys are a bunch of jerks I
tell myself. 

The guy next to
me is starting
to take off his
jacket, and even
his shirt.  “What
are you doing?” 
I ask.

“My favorite story
was the Emperor’s
New Clothes.”  He
says with some
embarrassment.
“You remember
everyone pretends
that they see stuff
that is really not
there just to please
the Emperor.  Well, I am tired of
pretending at work that all those ideas
from my boss are so great.  I think most of
them are foolish.”

This guy is right.  I start pulling off my
shoes and socks, even my toupee.  I see
contact lenses popping out and women
pulling off their high heels.  We have at
least 30-45 people around us.  

I jump onto the stage and tell Mr. Guru
about our group.  To my disbelief he asks
me to speak to the entire convention
about what we are doing.  “When?” I ask.

“Right now.”  He responds and sticks the
microphone in my hand.

I begin telling our story, to my amazement
the ‘little engine guys’ stop huffing and
puffing.  They stand still.  They are
listening to me.  They start removing 
their jackets.  The few remaining ties are
gone too.

I am into this.  I tell the crowd, “Next 
time your prospect asks you for the
benefits of your product and services —
don’t just repeat the garbage in the fancy
brochure.  Tell me how you, yes you, can
really help them.”

“He’s the Emperor and you will be the first
one to tell him the truth.”  I’m on a roll,
and I’m loving it.

The room is hoppin’.  This is how my 
kids must feel at a rock concert.  Do 
they still have mosh pits?  I am ready 
to jump.  I am sweating from 
exhilaration.  I see Mr. Guru standing 
just off stage, grinning.

The music comes on.  He runs out, thanks
everyone for coming and

tells us to get out there,
buy his book and

sell, sell, sell.

With one
hand he
envelopes
me with a
huge hug.

His other
hand turns
off the
microphone.
He whispers in
my ear.  “Hesh,
good job as
always.  See

you at the back door.
Don’t forget the limo is waiting for us.”   

Hesh Reinfeld, an experienced journalist,
passionately believes that a properly
crafted bio or marketing profile will cause
a prospective client to be sufficiently
attracted to read it, and to feel, “I’d like to
meet this person.”  Perhaps you would
like Hesh to help you prepare a similar
biography for you, or to assist you with
writing assignments that will help you in
your market.

Contact:  412 421 8379
hesh@heshreinfeld.com
www.heshreinfeld.com

Method to the Madness of Sales Training Seminars

Hesh Reinfeld
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TOP FUND MANAGER PROFILE

J
ames Investment Research, a
$2.1 billion boutique in Alpha,
OH (a suburb of Dayton), has 
been managing stock and bond 

portfolios for
HNW clients
since 1972. Their
styles include
Balanced, Equity,
Mid Cap, Small
Cap, Micro Cap,
Market Neutral,
and Fixed Income.

The no-load James
Advantage Funds
have a $2000 minimum 
initial investment:
• The James Balanced: Golden

Rainbow Fund (GLRBX)
• The James Equity Fund (JALCX)
• The James Mid Cap Fund

(JAMDX)
• The James Small Cap Fund

(JASCX)
• The James Market Neutral Fund

(JAMNX).

JIR offers, Balanced, 60%+
(Aggressive Balanced) and Equity
styles to individuals through wrap
programs via an affiliated company,
James Capital Alliance. 

JIR’s investment philosophy is that
capital preservation in down mar-
kets is at least as important in cre-
ating and maintaining real wealth as
is peer-besting performance in up
markets. The hallmark of the Firm
is its disciplined, independent
research. Analysts at James
Investment Research follow over

8,500 stocks on a monthly basis
with information on more than 200
data items. Using proprietary and
time-tested techniques, JIR is able

to quantitatively
rank stocks based
on factors such as
positive and grow-
ing earnings, man-
agement confidence
and, preferably,
Wall St. neglect.
They seek stocks
exhibiting relative
price strength but
still trading at bar-

gain prices based on classic value
measures. Extensive qualitative
research is then done on those
stocks well-ranked by the model,
before a simple majority vote of the
Investment Committee (in reverse
order of seniority) places the stock
on the Buy list.

While any Investment Committee
member may call for a qualitative
review of any holding for any reason, a
review is mandatory when a holding’s
ranking by the JIR model falls out of
the top quintile. Employing this
methodology with discipline for the
past 35 years, the Firm is proud of its
track record (please see at www.jir-
inc.com), especially its up
market/down market capture ratios.

To receive weekly market commen-
tary via email, quarterly updates via
email or mail, and/or annual eco-
nomic outlooks via mail, all on a
complimentary basis, please visit
www.jamesfunds.com.

James Investment Research

Clockwise from top left: 
Brian Culpepper, David James,
Ann Shaw-Kremer, Tom Mangan,
Brian Shepardson, Barry James
and Dr. Frank James

Title: JIR is the Adviser to the
James Advantage Funds

Company: James Investment
Research

Fund: The James Balanced
Golden Rainbow Fund

Investing for a lifetime.

James
Investment
Research, Inc.

888-426-7640
Jeff Battles, Director of Marketing

www.jir-inc.com

Preservation of
capital is
important to
James
Investment
Research.

“

”

][

ADVERTISEMENT

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and
expenses of the Funds carefully before investing; this and other information about
The James Advantage Funds is in the prospectus, which can be obtained by call-
ing 1-800-99-JAMES. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest.
Distributed by IFS Fund Distributors, Inc., 303 Broadway Street, Suite 1100,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment products offered are
not FDIC insured, may lose value and have no bank guarantee.

• We will honor the confidentiali-
ty of our clients.

• We bear special trust and
responsibilites to our clients.

• It is our earnest objective that
all clients prosper and benefit
by our research equally.

• We will never take investment
actions for our own portfolio’s
with the objective of short term
gain at our clients’ expense.

James Investment Research
Employee Code:



Financial professionals helping people do a better job of spending, saving, investing, insuring & planning

the

International Association of Registered Financial Consultants
Financial Planning Building - 2507 North Verity Parkway
P.O. Box 42506 - Middletown, Ohio 45042

phone
800 532 9060

fax
513 424 5752

email
Info@IARFC.org

web
www.IARFC.org

New IARFC Members

Judy K. Adams, RFC, TX
David Chang, RFC, PA

Patricia Delaney, RFC, PA
Keith A. Eason, RFC, GA

Elizabeth V. Estelle, RFC, NY
Stephen T. Faughnan, RFC, NY
Thomas J. Haggerty, RFC, NY
David H. Henderson, RFC, FL

John J. Hopkins, RFC, NY
William M. Ilgenfritz, RFC, PA
Raymond W. Johns, RFC, UT
Joseph W. Klimas, RFC, MA

Janice LaBonne, RFC, IA
Neil W. Lambert, RFC, SC

Curtis May, RFC, PA
John Q. Miller, RFC, TX

Joyce Elaine Muse, RFC, CA
Cynthia Orlovsky, RFC, PA
Nolan B. Persad, RFC, NC

Jorge I. Seda-Rivera, RFC, Puerto Rico
Ante Simunac, RFC, CA

Norman Stolack, RFA, FL
James E. Van Meter, RFC, NV

Mary Jo Walker, RFC, CT
John D. Wilhoit, RFA, KY

Steve Bailey
Forrest Wallace Cato

Ross B. Feldman
John D'Angelo
Jeremy Nason

Ed Morrow
Jeff Rattiner

Members Who
Recommended New

IARFC Members

Referror of the Month
Jeremy Nason
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